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► Hourly cloudy SST data collected by EUMETSAT,

have been used in order to reconstruct the missing SST

fields in the Eastern Med and then avail them online, both

as maps and as binary (netCDF) files

at the https://emed-bsea-sst.github.io/Data/.

► The Data INterpolating Empirical Orthogonal

Functions (DINEOF) has been used, and is an EOF-

based technique to reconstruct missing data from satellite

derived SST data.

https://emed-bsea-sst.github.io/Data/


Data source

► Daily downloaded satellite data (product

MET SST) from http://www.osi-saf.org/ for

the latest seven (7) days, covering 60S-60N

and 60W-60E, at 0.05° regular grid, are

processed for the Eastern Med and Black Sea.

► Data source is Meteosat-10/SEVIRI and is

copyrighted (2016) by EUMETSAT Satellite

Application Facility on Ocean & Sea Ice

id:SEVIRI_SST-OSISAF-L3C-v1.0



The DINEOF method

► Data Interpolating Empirical Orthogonal
Functions (DINEOF) interpolates missing values
via an iterative SVD (singular value decomposition)
algorithm.
► Missing values are initially filled by an unbiased
guess, then the data matrix is decomposed via SVD
and a reconstruction is calculated based on the 1st
EOF. Repeated SVD iterations and the resulting
EOF reconstructions continusly modify the gap
values until convergence of the Root Mean Square
(RMS).
► The same procedure is repeated for the 2nd, and 
then for subsequent EOFs.
The resulting interpolated matrix will no longer 
contain gaps.

*from Nikolaidis et al.(2014). Filling in missing sea-surface temperature satellite data over the Eastern Mediterranean Sea using the DINEOF algorithm. Open Geosciences, 6(1). doi:10.2478/s13533-012-0148-1



The web page

► Depending on the availability

of the EUMETSAT data, daily

updates contain approximately

168 hourly time-steps, covering

19E-42E and 30N-48N at

0.05°

https://emed-bsea-sst.github.io/Data/ 



Inside...

► The ‘Image Gallery’ (up) or the ‘Download’ (down)

menu option provide the directions for obtaining the

relevant data.

► Images supplied in pairs (middle) showing the “before-

after” reconstruction conditions.

► Data files, in Netcdf format, are available, either at

specific date-time (one time-step) or all time-steps as one

file.



Binary (NetCDF) data

► Data files are in standard (known

as ‘classic’) Netcdf format, guaranteed

to be accessible under any Netcdf

library version.

► Variable naming conventions

follow a ‘loose’ standard, easily

adopted.

► Every file is about 120 KB and

contains the reconstructed SST (in

Celsius degrees) region area at certain

time (hourly) and date.



Case study 1:
Comparing aGlobal SST Analysis, L4 OSTIA, 
0.05 deg daily (MET OFFICE-GLO-SST-L4-
NRT-OBS-SST-V2) with SST Reconstructed 
data using the DINEOF.



Case study 2:
Comparing with 
CYCOFOS model

► CYCOFOS is a high resolution 2x2 Km 4D, 

hydrodynamic operational model providing hourly data 

over the Eastern Mediterranean : 

http://www.oceanography.ucy.ac.cy/cycofos

► Diversions of the SST in the North Aegean Sea, are

due to differences between the surface layers of the model

and the satellite data (about 2m) and also the model’s

forcing.



Thank you for your attention!

Visit
https://emed-bsea-sst.github.io/Data/


